[Research of fibronectin, p53 and Ezrin protein with occurrence, progress and prognosis in the primary laryngeal carcinoma by the tissuechip technology].
To evaluate the predictive role of fibronectin, p81 (Ezrin protein) and p53 gene in primary laryngeal carcinoma, it's relationship with epidemiology(smoking), histological grading, surgical treatment, TNM stage and prognosis were studied by the tissuechip technology. The expression of fibronectin, p53 gene and p81 (Ezrin protein) on a series of 85 primary laryngeal carcinoma patients treated in our hospital between 1992 and 2000 was studied with tissuechip technology. The correlation of each score according to the intensity and percentage of labeled cells or intercellular substance with relevant clinical dada was statistically analyzed. Some cases were lost or boosted no tumor tissue in our tissuechip. Among the 70 cases available, 45.71% (32/70) of the specimens' basal membrane and extracellular matrix were strongly stained with fibronectin; there is statistical significance (P < 0.05) between primary tumor grading groups. Ezrin protein expressing rate is 87.3%, and the average percentage of its labeled cells is 53.68% (ranging from 0% to 100%, median is 58. 69%). There were significant difference between tumor grading groups, clinical early and late stages and 3-year survival rates (P < 0.05) after chi-square test. But no relation with smoking, gender, age and histological classes (P > 0.05). The average percentage of p53 positive cells is 21.6% (ranging from 0% to 90.3%, median is 5.85%) and 46.8% showed positive stains in our research. There was no statistical prominence in p53 protein demonstration between TNM stages, lymph node metastasis, 3-year survival rate, smoking, gender, age and histological classes (P > 0.05). The tissue microarray technique spent shorter time and less expense, and showed higher consistency in our essays. And the present study suggests fibronectin and p81 (Ezrin protein) could be the clinical discriminators in laryngeal carcinoma.